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LOOKING  
BEYOND LABELS

FOSTERING UNDERSTANDING,  
COMPASSION, AND INCLUSIVENESS  

FOR ALL YOUNG PEOPLE  
(AND THOSE WHO CARE ABOUT THEM)

“Kelly Madrone is not only an 
extremely gifted speaker and 
writer, she is also an incredible 
role model for her students of all 
ages. We are delighted to continue 
our long-standing relationship 
with Kelly. She is a dream to work 
with—professional, punctual, 
and prepared. Her classes on 
communication and diversity always 
deliver with content that engages, 
energizes, and leaves the students 
asking ‘When will Kelly return?’”
—Tim Fisher, director of education,  

Potomac Massage Training Institute 

“I have had many teachers during 
my lifetime. Kelly stands above the 
rest. Kelly built each student up, 
gently guiding us in a direction that 
made perfect sense for us individ-
ually. I have seen many instructors 
succeed with a couple of students, 
but to be able to do this with 30 
students was beautiful to see. Kelly’s 
integrity is beyond reproach and to 
top it all off, she is extremely funny. 
Don’t miss an opportunity to take a 
class with her. She will change your 
life as she did mine.”
—former student 

“Kelly defines what a teacher should be.”
—former student 

ksmadrone@gmail.com
(240) 462-3042
kellymadronespeaks.com



Kelly Huegel Madrone  is a freelance writer and 
motivational speaker. She has worked for the Metropolitan 
Washington, D.C., chapter of PFLAG, where she helped 
provide support and educational services for LGBTQ 
people and their families. The author of two books and 
more than one hundred published articles, Kelly has a 
special passion for working with teens. She holds a degree 
in secondary education and works as a youth motivational 
speaker with a focus on self-esteem, resilience, and 
compassion.

Kelly is also a licensed massage therapist and massage 
educator, has a certificate in plant-based nutrition, and is 
a martial arts black belt. She lives in New Mexico with her 
partner Mala and their two daughters. 

She is also the author of the award-winning book Young 
People and Chronic Illness: True Stories, Help, and Hope, 
which was inspired by her own struggle with Crohn’s 
disease.

My workshops focus on supporting LGBTQ young people in schools. Educators learn 
current issues commonly faced by LGBTQ students, including school-related issues, 
identity development, and issues at home and in broader society; how LGBTQ students’ 
experiences differ from their straight/cis peers; commonly used terminology; under-
standing gender and gender identity (and why so many kids these days seem to identify 
as trans or nonbinary). Educators will leave with a greater understanding of LGBTQ  
issues and how to provide safe and welcoming spaces for all students, tactics for  
addressing bullying behavior (without shaming), and resources for making classroom 
spaces and lessons more inclusive.

Large Assembly and Small-Group Talks and Workshops  
for Secondary Students 

“Own Your Story: Tools to Reframe Your World and Go from Zero to Superhero”
This animated and uplifting workshop will leave participants with the skills to: 

• build self-esteem
• decrease suicidal ideation
• decrease bullying
• tackle real-world challenges
• reframe self-talk to live a successful and empowered life

“Lead with Love”
This student workshop uses humor, storytelling, and group activities to help participants:

• cultivate their own passions
• recognize fears and roadblocks among their constituents
• foster success, productivity, and joy in the groups they lead
• feel empowered, enlightened, and excited to lead

Talks and Workshops for Educators

“Looking Beyond Labels”
Using storytelling, humor, and individual and group activities, participants will be able to:

• discover their own labels along with those that have been assigned to them
• understand the implications and misconceptions that come with labels
• gain a better appreciation of the effects of stereotyping
• understand intersectional identities
• identify labeling and stereotyping behaviors and how to address them in healthy ways


